Who cares about science now?

Eight years after gaining office and immediately cutting support for universities and research, the Howard government has still to come to grips with the dire consequences.

On assuming the Education and Science portfolio early in 2001, Dr Brendan Nelson's tacit acknowledgment of "problems" (but never "crisis") led to a spate of "reviews". On 20 August (Boroz, Nov/Dec 2003) supports suspicions that the government ordered a wholesale rewrite to limit its potential for political embarrassment.

Ministers claimed the report showed that research is turning upwards as a result of government "initiatives", and levels of support for some R&D areas have risen lately, but from a deep trough, and the report cannot hide a hefty drop in infrastructure. The Coalition hasn't yet reached the levels Labor had steadily built up by 1996.

In pre-Howard times inquiries (not "reviews") were established at arm's length from government. External experts were appointed to conduct them independently and they made and championed recommendations. Now, academics and researchers have been conned into a string of futile exercises that have been driven and controlled by politicians and tame bureaucrats.

This expensive exercise cannot be judged against any possible "outcome". Everything has been left to Cabinet — and other crisis priorities will take over in an election year.
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In a conScience column in July 2002, former Chief of CSIRO Entomology, Dr Max Whitten, detonated a continual debate about CSIRO's directions. Lately he has re-emerged with more trenchant criticisms in the media.

At www.the-funnelled-web.com, Dr Alex Reisner's wide-ranging journal on science policy (22/10/2003), Whitten attacked the push for commercialisation of CSIRO's work by exemplifying "some of the accomplishments of but one creative scientist in CSIRO's Division of Entomology, Dr Jim DesMarchellier. [He showed] the different ways that inexpensive research can create real economic benefits, without putting immediate 'commercialisation' first."

On ABC TV's Inside Business (9/11/2003) Whitten highlighted the collapse of the Australian Magnesium Corporation, into which CSIRO had invested $75 million of taxpayers' funds. "Somebody convinced the Commonwealth to put in $150 million. They convinced the Queensland government to put in another $150 million and I believe this was all done by the Oversight of technology that was coming out of CSIRO".

And in BRW (20/11/2003) Whitten wrote: "CSIRO's great communicators have been replaced by belligerent spin doctors who have alienated many journalists." This comment, confirmed by Boroz's experience and contacts, follows disgraceful actions by CSIRO's management.

The nation's top science agency should not have traded decades of science communication as an informed practitioner and responsible profession.

In 1964 Sir Fred White, CSIRO's Chairman (and also chief executive), along with other science heavyweights insisted that the ARC appoint a person with scientific qualifications to the first post specializing in science in the Australian media. CSIRO gave the new chum (yours truly) tremendous support and free access to all its laboratories and scientists.

From this small beginning an expanding band of science reporters developed in all media, and many scientists emerged in CSIRO and universities confident that their ability to expound and debate their research was supported by top brass. Lately, the knowledgeable and committed National Awareness Program staff in CSIRO have been pushed out and replaced by operators with no credibility in or knowledge of science, let alone experience in communicating research. The screening, monitoring and "corporate image management" by today's manipulators is deplorable.

Chief Executive Dr Geoff Garrett has floundered with his creation of a highly paid Directorship of Communication who does not require a background in science. Di Jay, from Medibank Private, failed and has been followed by Donna Staunton, a former lawyer with the Tobacco Institute - Australia, as chairman and now as temporary Director (AS, Nov/Dec 2003, p.42). Questioning by Senator Kim Carr, Labor's shadow minister for science, in Senate Estimates (5/11/2003) has revealed that one proposed full-time appointee had been a political staffer for former Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett.

While not named, it is known that the proposed appointee had no science background. After CSIRO vetoed his appointment with Science Minister Peter Mcgauran and other "stakeholders", the appointment was not consummated and CSIRO began another search after wasting $75,000 on headhunters' fees.

Carr tabled some other penetrating questions that appear difficult for management, including:

- why Ian Dean, a staffer in South Africa's CSIR under Garret as President, earned $858,000 over the past two financial years for consultancy services to Garrett at CSIRO; and
- whether Chief Dr Paul Cotterill (and unnamed family members) and Dr Sharmane MacEre of CSIRO's Forests & Forest Products Division were involved in importation and commercial dealings in germ plasm material.

Science Enrolments ‘Rot’ Under Howard

At the Crossroads or 'Round the Bend, a seminal study of trends in university science from 1989–2002 by Dr Ian Dobson of the Centre for Population & Urban Research at Monash University, was commissioned by the Australian Council of Deans of Science. Dobson concludes: "The decline in science [enrolments] between 1989 [the first year of the Dawkins reforms] and 1997 [the first full Howard year] has continued into the new century."

"The downward trend in the teaching of many areas of traditional science has now been with us for a full decade. In terms of the years selected for this study, 1993 was the zenith for chemistry, earth sciences, mathematics and physics... For science students, their overall interest in mathematics and physics has been in decline since 1993, and in earth sciences and chemistry, the rot set in 1997."

Dobson also found: "Declines in 'hard' science at university are strongly correlated with what has happened and is still happening in secondary education."

The inability – or disinterest – of Howard and Education Ministers Amanda Vanstone, David Kemp and Nelson to arrest the slide in science education is tragically evident.
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